Game Recap #7
(Mira Mesa)
December 10th, 2019
Mira Mesa High School

The Quick Hit:
The Falcons left no doubt about tonight’s result, leading gate-to-wire for a 68-39 win on the
road at Mira Mesa. The Falcons defense only gave up five points in the first quarter and six
points in the second quarter, leading 37-11 at half. No Falcon who started the game played
past the 2:00 mark of the third quarter, and Torrey Pines led 57-23 after three.

The Players:
Brandon Angel reeled in his fourth double-double of the season (all coming in the last five
games) with 20 points and 15 rebounds while only playing until a few minutes into the third
quarter. Chris Howell was the only other Falcon to reach double digits, contributing 10
points. Nate Witte and Diego Campisano each had nine points on 4/5 from the field, with
Campisano also pulling down five rebounds. As a team, 11 different Falcons scored at least
one field goal on the evening.

The Game:
As previously mentioned, the Falcons defense only allowed five points in the opening eight
minutes, and two of those came via Mira Mesa free throws. Nate Witte scored seven of the
first 17 points for the Falcons and was the game’s leading scorer after one quarter. Brandon
Angel had a huge second quarter with 12 points and eight rebounds in the period. Angel had
18 points and 13 rebounds at halftime. The Falcons only surrendered three field goals to the
Marauders in the first 16 minutes of the ball game. The lead was 37-11 at the half. The
Falcons trotted out their starters to begin the second half, but Angel checked out shortly
after the quarter began. The rest of the Falcon starters followed to the bench midway
through the third. The quarter still went 20-12 to the Falcons, though. In the fourth, Mira
Mesa strung together several shots while Torrey Pines struggled to find the bottom of the
net. Five different Falcons scored: Cooper Glenn led with three points and four other scored
four. The final quarter was the only one the Marauders won, 16-11, but the lead was
insurmountable. The final, 68-39 Torrey Pines.

Next Up:
The Falcons will host a HUGE home game against the Santa Fe Christian Eagles on
Thursday night, December 12th. Tip-off will be at 7:00 pm at home in the Olive Garden.

Follow us on Twitter @TPHS_Basketball

